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And Prof. Dowery wrote the results of his researches in h a book which appeared

in the series of book called the Yale Oriental Research which he called

Nabonidus and Beishazzar. And in that he gave all the evidence that eh he could

find from the time of Nabonidus that would bear on the situation, and he showed

the proof conclusively as accepted by all scholars today that Nabonidus during

the latter years of his reign went to eeia-and- Tema, a place in the Arabian

desert, and epet- spent his time in retirement there and in scholarly study,

and he let his son Beishazzar as actual ruler with the responsibility for the

conduct of the nation, and his commander-in-chief of the army. So, Beishazzar

is made a co-king along with Nabonidus, and as a complete proof of this, they

found some tablets in5/ which an oath was taken in the name of Nq- Nabonidus

and Beishazzar, an oath was never taken except in the name of a god or of a

reigning king. So this shows that Nabonidus associated with Beishazzar as

a king, or you may say co-king, and the two were eh- kings. Beishazzar had

the actual direction of the government and of the army. And now in most cases wars

people pick out somebody on the other side as an individual to represent and

incarnate and represent everyha-thing that you are against, and they give the

people the a±idea that if ey we only cang get rid of that individual, that

ends it. I remember Hitler speaking on the radio, he was having his first attack

on Czechslovakia and he said, this is a struggle between two men, the President

of Czechoslovakia and Rte- Hitler. He put up these two men, and of course,

it was not altogether, at least Venice was not anywhere nearly as strong a in force

in Chechoslovakia as it was in Germany-b-- at that time, but it is the

tendency, and wket-we I remember during the 1st World War here everybody

talked as if the Keiders were incarnation of evil. And if you can only giet

rid of Keiser, everything would be all right . ... Keiser
more

is only the head of the system. It is/the system than a man that was dealing

with that particular war. But it would seem likely that the Persians showed

Beishazzar the actual ruler instead of Nabonidus, the head ruler who was living
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